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Data, especially personal data, is sensitive and if misused, it can become a 
source of threats and crimes for ourselves or for others. Therefore, data 
security is very important. Cryptography is a way to secure data that aims to 
safeguard the information that contained in data, so the information contained 
is not known by unauthorized parties. Vigenere Cipher is a cryptographic 
method used to hide data with steganography. In the process, the Vigenere 
cipher converts information called plain text into ciphertext or text that has been 
steganographed. In this research, process of encryption was carried out on the 
text based on the given key. The results of the text encryption were stored in 
the form of a QR-Code which can later be decrypted from the QR-Code using 
the key, so that the text contained in the QR-Code can be identified. 

 
1. Introduction 

Security and privacy are very important things to do in this technological era [1]. Data security is something that 
aims to protect against crime and data theft [2] and is important to do in order to prevent misuse of information from 
data [3]. This is because data is sensitive and important to maintain [4]. Especially in the era of technology like now, 
there might be information sharing that intersect with our privacy [5]. Sharing such information in the application domain 
is a concern for some people [6]. In some cases, due to the lack of regulation and the high demand for applications, it 
has an impact on the lack of security and privacy of the products developed [7]. Not only in applications, data privacy is 
also had an important role in vehicle automatic control systems [8]. In the automatic control system, data security and 
privacy play an important role in protecting user ID from third parties so that there is no misuse of data [9]. From the 
explanation given, it can be concluded that data security is important to secure information so that it is not manipulated 
and used without considering morals and laws [10]. 

The process of securing data effectively to protect important information is a very necessary thing [11]. The best 
technology to secure data is using cryptography [12]. Cryptography is an important and widely used part of mathematics 
[13] to secure privacy and data [14]. Cryptography converts text into a code so that hackers who find the information, 
cannot see the message directly [15]. In cryptography, it is possible to convert plain text into secret data using keys 
[16]. Because of this, cryptography is also referred to as a technique for providing confidential communication [17] and 
to achieve the confidentiality and integrity of data by using user authentication [18] through key that used in the message 
encryption [19], where that key is only to be known by the sender and receiver [20]. 

Vigenere cipher is an algorithm in cryptography that is used to prevent hackers from knowing the information 
provided [21]. This can happen because the process uses key characters that are used to encrypt the text [22]. Which 
in the process, the key is repeated continuously until it has same length according to the given text [23]. The key is used 
for the encryption and the decryption of message [24]. In the process of encryption or decryption, vigenere cipher also 
uses tabula recta table [25]. It contains the letters of the alphabet presented in a 26 x 26 table [26]. Vigenere Cipher is 
the implementation of symmetric algorithm in cryptography [27] because it uses the same key for encryption process 
and the decryption. Mittal et. al [28] suggested the implementation of vigenere cipher that inspired by Caesar cipher 
algorithm which combines two or more alphabet tables. Besides using the alphabet, the Vigenere cipher technique can 
also use numbers, where the process is the same, namely by shifting to the next area to encrypt [29]. Because it is a 
simple algorithm, the vigenere cipher can work efficiently with a short computation time [30]. In cryptography, encryption 
and decryption of data can be done [31]. Encryption is a form of securing data [32]. During the process, encryption 
converts text into a ciphertext where algorithms and keys are needed to make changes to the text [33]. Decryption is 
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the process of converting ciphertext into text so that it can be understood by ordinary people [34]. Ahamed et. al [35] 
suggested that decryption process is the inverse process from encryption process. 

QR code is a barcode that is 2-dimensional and can hold up to 4000 or more characters in it [36]. QR codes 
usually store information, such as personal data and backgound of a person [37]. QR code has a visualization in the 
form of a collection of black squares scattered on a white background so that it can be identified [38]. Because of the 
ease, access and usefulness offered to store information, QR codes are widely used in the process of data verification, 
payment and others [39]. Ali et. al [40] explained that the storage offered by the QR Code is relatively large and can 
store a lot of information in the form of characters, alphabet, numbers and others. In this research, an encryption process 
was carried out by using vigenere cipher algorithm where the information represented in the form of a QR Code. The 
purpose of this research was to send messages in secret and generate QR codes from themessages. The vigenere 
cipher algorithm is used because this algorithm is quite easy and efficient to implement, considering that it only aims to 
encrypt and decrypt messages from the resulting QR Code. 

Another research conducted by Putra et al [41] in 2020 discusses the implementation of base64 to encrypt with 
QR Code media. The purpose of this research is to secure information using the base64 encryption technique for QR 
codes which were used as an online presence. This research built a system that can prevent the falsification of 
attendance data and the results of attendance can be properly stored in the database. Furthermore, a research 
conducted by Ichsan et. al [42] implemented an encryption process with vigenere cipher and QR Code for employee 
attendance. This research aimed to build a system that can encrypt data using vigenere cipher and show it in the form 
of a QR code so that the QR code can vanish. The results obtained from this study are that using the QR code-based 
vigenere cipher algorithm can run well according to the specified process flow. 

 
2. Research Method 
2.1 Vigenere Cipher 

Vigenere cipher is an algorithm in cryptography to secure data using key characters to encrypt text [22]. Which 
in the process, this key is repeated continuously until it has a length according to the given text [23]. The key is used 
for the encryption and the decryption of the message [24]. In the process for encrypting or decrypting, vigenere cipher 
also uses tabula recta table [25] that contains the letters of the alphabet presented in 26 x 26 table [26]. Apart from 
using the alphabet, the Vigenere cipher process can also use numbers where the process is almost the same as using 
the concept of substitution, namely replacing letters with numbers [29]. Because by using letters and numbers, the 
characters used either as text or keys have limitations, so there is another method of modification from vigenere cipher 
to perform encryption and decryption, namely by modulo 256. 

In the modification process using the 256 method, the characters used are the characters from American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange or ASCII. By using this 256 modification method, it can use a variety of 
characters in ASCII as many as 256 characters [43]. In the process of using modulo 256, ASCII characters are used as 
text which will later be converted into ciphertext [44] by Vigenere cipher. ASCII is a form of character coding where each 
character is represented by an integer ranging from 0 to 255. During the encryption and decryption process using 
modulo 256 , the text and key will be converted into ciphertext with each text character representing an ASCII value, 
the encryption and decryption process mathematically can be seen in Equation 1 and Equation 2. 

 

𝑁[𝑦] = (𝐻[𝑦] + 𝐽[𝑦 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑐]) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 256 (1) 

  

𝑀[𝑦] = (𝑁[𝑦] + 𝐽[𝑦 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑐] + 256) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 256 (2) 

 
2.2 QR Code 

QR code is a barcode that has a 2-dimensional shape and can accommodate and store up to 4000 or more 
characters in it [36]. QR codes are usually used to store information, such as personal data and medical backgound of 
a person [37]. QR codes have a visualization in the form of a collection of black squares scattered on a white background 
so that they can be identified [38]. Because of the ease, access and usefulness offered to store information, QR codes 
are widely used in the process of data verification, payment and others [39]. This research uses QR Code because QR 
Code can withstand attacks and has the ability to overcome errors up to 30%.  

Figure 1 shows the visualization of a QR code. Each block or box contained in the QR Code symbolizes 
something so that it can be read by a computer. In Figure 1, it can be seen that there is a position pattern which usually 
consists of 3 large boxes at the end of the QR code which functions to help in code recognition. Then, there is a Timming 
pattern that helps in the data decoding process so that it is possible to calculate the code reading time. Furthermore, 
there is a quiet zone section that does not contain any modules, which is useful as a border for QR Code. The Data and 
Error Correction Keys section is used to perform error corrections with the ECI method or can be referred to as Error 
Correction Keys, so that the QR Code reconstruction results become accurate. And there is an alignment pattern area 
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which functions to help determine the rotation angle in reading the QR Code pattern and to make corrections to the 
distortion during the code scanning process. 
 

 
Figure 1. QR Code Component 

 
2.3 Encryption with Vigenere Cipher Modulo 256 and QR Code Transformation 

In this research, the encryption and decryption process used Vigenere cipher modulo 256. Encryption process 
had been carried to make changes to the text into ciphertext using the given key, and the decryption process is used to 
convert the ciphertext into text using the given key. After obtaining the ciphertext, the transformation process from 
ciphertext to QR Code is carried out again. So that after the process of converting into a QR Code, the decryption 
process can then be carried out from the QR Code to text. From this process, the message contained in the QR Code 
is obtained. For the flow of the process of encrypting text into ciphertext, transforming ciphertext to QR Code and the 
decryption process of QR Code is given in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Workflow Process 

 

Figure 2 shows the process flow in performing encryption, transformation of ciphertext into QR and decryption 
process. During the process of encrypting and decrypting data, the same algorithm, namely Vigenere Cipher, was used. 
Thefore, the keys were used in these 2 processes, both encryption and decryption processes are the same. For an 
explanation of the process flow that is done, it is explained below. 
1. The first thing to do for the user is to input the text containing the information or message and the key that would be 

used for encryption and decryption process. 
2. After obtaining the text containing information or message, the text is encrypted using the key inputted by the user 

using the Vigenere Cipher modulo 256. 
3. Then after the encryption process is carried out using the information text or message and the key or key using the 

Vigenere Cipher algorithm, it will produce a ciphertext containing characters that match the given key and have a 
length according to the inputted information text or message. 

4. After obtaining the ciphertext, the transformation process of the ciphertext is changed into a QR Code or can also 
be referred to as the QR Code encode process. In this process, first the cipher data analysis will be inputted. Then, 
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encode the data and correct the errors in the data using the Reed-Salomon error correction method, so that the data 
can be transformed properly without any errors. After the data is checked and transformed, the data will be placed 
on the block or module of the QR Code. When the placement process is completed, masking will be carried out to 
protect the data that has been transformed to protect it from the QR Code. After masking, the QR Code has been 
formed and given version and format information from the generated QR. 

5. Then, after getting a QR code that has been generated in accordance with the given ciphertext, the QR reading 
process of the previous process is carried out again so that the information contained or stored in the QR Code could 
be read.  

6. The next step after reading the QR Code, the QR decode process will be carried out, where in this process, the QR 
Code pattern will be read and information that is stored inside QR Code will be identified.  

7. The next process is the QR Code decode process where the inputted QR Code image will be converted into 
grayscale form. After becoming a grayscale form, the image is converted again into binary form. When the 
preprocessing is done, the process of reading the information in the data will be carried out by prioritizing the modules 
with low level of complexity first. Then, formatting the information found and performing a masking process to reduce 
the similarity of patterns so that the modules can read the data more accurately. After the masking process, the 
recovery process is carried out or the recovery of the data contained in the QR and the error checking process is 
performed. When the data is recovered, it will produce data in the form of ciphertext. 

8. After obtaining the ciphertext, the decryption process for ciphertext that had been obtained is carried out by using 
the same key or key as the encryption process. This process will also use the Vigenere Cipher algorithm to perform 
decryption based on the decoded ciphertext and the key used.  

9. The result obtained after the decryption process is a text which can be read by the user so that the user knows what 
information or message is contained in the QR Code. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 

In this research, the testing process was carried out by inputting text containing information or messages and the 
keys used. The text and key used characters in the ASCII table so that it is not limited into numbers or alphabets. After 
the information and key input process, encryption process was carried out using the Vigenere Cipher algorithm which 
produced a ciphertext after the process. The ciphertext that has been obtained was then transformed into a QR Code. 
The test results of encryption and QR code transformation are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Result from Encryption and Transform QR 

Information Text Key Ciphertext Generated QR Code 

halloTest 123 test123 ]G`a!fxhZs&CE 

 

There appeared to be some 
presence within the tree. Its 

nature was elusive when 
viewed from the ground, yet 
Rachael managed to discern 

motion. She narrowed her 
eyes and focused in the 

motion's direction, aiming to 
interpret her observation 
accurately. However, the 

longer she gazed, the more 
she entertained the idea that 
it could be a product of her 

mind's invention. Every time 
she shifted her attention 

away from the tree, it 
seemed that nothing stirred. 

But just as she started to 
divert her gaze, she would 

catch a glimpse of movement 

TheKeyInser
t_ 

)QK>Ky+_dKTgE9hZ;e\/ngU`Z_E[K?Kh-
Ts]\iH>We@N_IcfKX#_}]YKT[>dfKrlAHh
K8[m3eYej]ECh\5Kq/SsLedMT]N1ea<^i

TW!_NNZK8[-
WUK_tM6WG3K^IcceW^S8NX:eg9c]Ua
#_(QKKT[<ac]XY_=NXKKs/bsGaY_;XIA
Y_.n]TriH:hS;Zc9]zYrYIGNI@Oi8zsG\bI
CPe@Uy3]hKeeR:]e4KlI^VYXgV6]O;Ty+
RW[eVT:U_YeB9fY\XgkT]N1ef9][KetS=

Ne3Gt/S eg]ETVU>Ky=WYeXcT:[Z-
Oh/SsZ[Z_>MK-

en2Phe\i_8X[8Jy,TsGreRDM[/Zy9UsNX
g_BRT0lmIXb\XcT>XTYe?@Tf_riIBNe?

N_Ib\OYiE9hN1Xy+chKaiIDWe-
][CnZXbb_IQKKZl/T 

e\i_HNK9K^Ic\GgtND]N5TaIbhOegE9ve
m[nIYiYgtAHhY4Ky=cUXgZDT]UKJc@Tf

Zr]EGhM-
`_UngNXtWD^R0e]+cWNrV_<UO9Vm/n
cLrbOKNS1TnIXbe[ZRTYK>Oj2TfG_tV>
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in her peripheral vision, 
prompting her to resume her 

intense scrutiny. 

\O;T&I_fU`eT>WMKN_<nhUrgEH^S1eb/
asOaiEC\KKY]<dhOanm 

This is the key with char and 
number 123456789_*()!@^ 

TheUsedKe
y1234_ 

)QOIsOXKZbv2~yYT`OJ\eH4Gl1s"x_C^
S8YXd\w-EGIKwmHo]|f%* 

 

Just Test Key1234 u[m&2gy?Z 

 
  

Table 1 shows the results from vigenere cipher encryption process and the QR Code obtained from the ciphertext 
transformation results obtained. It can be seen from the table, testing to encrypt information and transform it into a QR 
Code can be conducted well, so that the ciphertext can be converted into a QR Code. It also can be seen in the 
information column given the message to be sent and in the Ciphertext column given the encryption results using the 
Vigenere cipher modulo 256. Therefore, it can be concluded that the text provided can be properly encrypted by 
vigenere cipher so that it is not easy for the hackers to directly read the information. 

In the next test, the process of reading information from the QR Code that has been generated were carried out 
to be able to see information that was contained in QR Code. In this test, the QR Code reading, QR Code decoding 
and decryption process of the QR Code decoded ciphertext were carried out using the key that was used during the 
encryption. The test results for decoding and decrypting text are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Result from decode QR and Decrypt Ciphertext 

QR Code Key Decode QR Plain Text 

 

test123 
 

 

 

TheKeyI
nsert_ 

  

 

TheUse
dKey12

34_ 
  

 

Key123
4   

 
Table 2 shows the results from decoding and decrypting the ciphertext using the Vigenere cipher and the key 

used during encryption. Had been seen in Table 2, the decode process to get the ciphertext contained in the QR Code 
runs well. This is indicated by after the decryption process, the message or information contained in the QR Code 
matches the original message used to generate the QR Code.  

In the next test, an attack was carried out on the QR Code containing the text or information sent. The attack 
carried out is the image inverse process, blur using gaussian blur, darkening the image by 60%, vertical flip, salt and 
pepper noise of 0.6, 45 degress rotation and 90 degress rotation. In this test, an attack was carried out on QR Code 3, 
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with the message "This is the key with char and number 123456789_*()!@^" and the key "TheUsedKey1234_". This 
attack process aimed to see the durability of encryption and QR Code in storing information or messages after QR is 
given an attack. In this process it will be seen if the image is given an attack whether the text or information contained 
can still be recognized or not. For testing the attack QR Code is given in Figure 3. 
 

 
Image Ori 

(a) 
 

 
Image Complement 

(b) 

 
Image with Gaussian Blur 

(c) 

 
Image Darkened 60% 

(d) 

 
Image using Flip vertical 

(e) 

 
Image with noiseSalt 

pepper 0.6 
(f) 

 
Image Rotate 45 degress 

(g) 

 
Image Rotated 90 degress 

(h) 

Figure 3. Attacking Process In QR Code 

 
Figure 3 shows the results of the attacks given to the QR Code. After the attack process is carried out on the QR 

Code, the process is carried out again to decode the QR and decrypt the message using Vigenere Cipher and key that 
used during the encryption process. The results obtained are that when the QR Code is attacked in the form of salt and 
pepper noise, the decryption process cannot be done and the information in the QR Code cannot be restored as before. 
Meanwhile, when using other attack methods such as Complement, Gaussian Blur, Darkened 60%, Flip vertical, Rotate 
45 degress and Rotated 90 degress, the QR decode and decryption process can run well and produce the same 
information according to the message sent. 

 

4. Conclusion 
After conducting research and testing the encryption process using the Vigenere cipher modulo 256, it can be 

concluded that the encryption process can run well so that it can hide information into ciphertext based on the text and 
key given. After testing the transformation of the ciphertext into a QR Code, it is concluded that the ciphertext can be 
stored properly in the QR Code. This is shown from the decoding and decrypting process. When the QR decode process 
produces the ciphertext contained in the QR Code and after the decryption process is carried out using vigenere cipher 
and key that used for the encryption process, it produces a message or information that matches the original message 
or information sent. Therefore, it can be concluded that the process of encryption and encoding into QR can be simple 
and effective to send and secure the information provided on the barcode. For further research, it is expected to use 
more complex methods such as AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), Hill cipher, Quantum Cryptography and others. 
And also further researches are expected to be able to modify the vigenere cipher method used, such as by using a 
matrix measuring 95 x 95. 
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